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Attack on Dark Athena is a MAMEÂ . Starcraft V1 152 No Cd CrackThe present invention is concerned with a control device
for regulating the speed of a drive motor in a tape-windowing machine. In a tape-windowing machine of the kind mentioned

above the feed motor serves to drive a roll, a folder or a converter, which are to be mentioned in more detail below, in rotation.
The drive motor must be regulated in such a way that the tape running on it is driven at the same speed as the other components
of the tape-windowing machine. For this reason, it is known to couple the drive motor in an idling contactor arrangement to the

other components of the tape-windowing machine via one or more webs. By means of a control element, the idling contactor
arrangement is closed during the interruption of the tape which is to be wound onto a tape spool or that which is to be unwound
from a tape spool. The drive motor therefore operates in an idling mode during the tape winding and unwinding operations. In

order to achieve an optimum drive speed for the tape-windowing machine, the idling contactor arrangement is generally
associated with a regulating element, the regulating element being arranged so that it can be switched on by means of the control

element for regulating the current flow. A disadvantage of such known control devices is that a separate regulating element,
generally a vacuum switch, is required for each motor. The construction cost of such a drive device is therefore high and, in

particular, larger tape-windowing machines are very susceptible to overload, with the result that the drive motor may be
destroyed. An object of the present invention is to provide a control device for regulating the speed of a drive motor of a tape-

windowing machine, which does not have the aforesaid drawbacks./*! * Bootstrap-select v1.8.0 ( * * Copyright 2013-2016
bootstrap-select * Licensed under MIT ( */ (function (root, factory) { if (typeof define === 'function' && define.amd) { //
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